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                  	 A. Understand your system size 

	B. Find out your Solar System Price

	C. Learn about the subsidy available
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              We are Goa's most trusted Solar Company...
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 of experience 
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installed & counting
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                    Best - in - class equipment
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subsidy disbursed
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 happy clients


                  

                  
                

                
              



              
            

            
          

          
      
      

       
       
        
          
            
              & with good reason..


          We are known for providing top-notch
            services pre & post installation
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 government approvals
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customized for roofs
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sales service
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            Collaborate with us!
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                              Careers
                              

                            

                            
                            
                              Looking for a new challenge? SUN360 is the right destination for careers in engineering
                                design, sales & marketing and supply chain management.
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                              Preferred
                                  Installers

                            

                            
                            
                              SUN360 invites installers with experience in electric wiring, plumbing and metal
                                fabrication. We will provide you with detailed drawings & instructions which will enable
                                you
                                to achieve a high performing solar asset.
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                              Marketers
                              

                            

                            
                            
                              SUN360 looks forward to liaising with well connected individuals, independent
                                consultants,
                                energy advisers and entrepreneurs who are keen to explore opportunities in the booming
                                solar
                                industry.
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                        MAJ. GEN. Christopher 

                      

                    

                    
                      “I was most satisfied with the professionalism displayed by the SUN360 team, in particular
                            the technical knowledge of their field operatives and the clear and straight forward dealings
                            with no hidden costs given by their engineer. There is also no outsourcing of the services
                            given. I closely monitored the installation process and was pleasantly surprised to find their
                            entire team to be following all laid down safety protocols and correct procedures while
                            executing the task on ground....”
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                        Mr. Naik

                         Farmhouse Owner

                        
                      

                    

                    
                      “SUN360 is highly skilled and professional in this field. They looked after my project from day 1 till I successfully received my subsidy. They did all the paperwork, followed up, and updated me timely. They are also doing regular maintenance of the system. I am very impressed with their services and strongly recommend them to anyone interested in installing solar.”
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                        Mr. Kurien

                        Owner, El Shaddai & Shanti Niketan School

                      

                    

                    
                      “We wanted a solar plant for the El Shaddai school and home as we were encountering very high
                            power bills. SUN360 was able to design a solar power plant customised to the needs of the
                            school. SUN360 assisted us through the entire process - government paperwork, bank loan
                            approvals, design, execution and maintenance.”
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                        Mr. Wichmann

                        Owner, Sundowner Eco Resort

                      

                    

                    
                      “SUN360's system has a 25 years performance warranty. It can be monitored and controlled remotely
                        over the internet. The virtual service time in this case is just 15 minutes, I which is way above the Industry benchmark for manual service.”
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                        Mr. D'CRUZ

                        Co-Founder, Sensible Earth

                        
                      

                    

                    
                      “The Sensible Earth project is excited to collaborate with SUN360 for a Group metered solar power system. SUN360 deploys technically advanced components and I am proud to say our system is the first of its kind in Goa. We hope to inspire fellow Indians to adopt green energy for
a sustainable future.”
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            Get in Touch

            North Goa :-  91Springboard, 3rd Floor,
              Shanta Building, 201, 301, 18th June Rd, opposite Broadway Book Center, Santa Inez, Panaji, Goa 403001

              South Goa :- Zesso Ventures Private Limited 10/158/A, Menezes Sousa Building
              Near Sanjivani Hospital, Vasco Goa – 403802

            Email: engg@sun360.co.in
 Call: 8983646360 
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